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Advanced quantitative analysis of the local atomic geometry around active catalytic sites requires novel experimental method e.g. the 

pre-edge structure of X-ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES) measured in the high-energy resolution fluorescence detected 

mode, the so-called HERFD-XANES. However, there is no widely used ab initio theoretical method which could be routinely applied 

to the analysis of such experimental data except parametric multiplet calculations. To overcome the procedure of adjusting of 

parameters is the using of local DFT Hamiltonian constructed on the basis of Wannier orbitals – the so called multiplet ligand-field 

theory (MLFT) [1]. Pre-edge region of X-ray absorption spectra could be calculated using the XTLS code in the framework of 

multiplet ligand-field theory using maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF). 

Computation of pre-edge XANES spectra according to MLFT approach is a complicated process, which requires using a lot of 

software, such as: Wien2k, Wannier90, XTLS code and some additional programs and scripts. We developed  «w2auto» program, 

which automates all process of pre-edge XANES computation. «w2auto» emulates work in w2web interface of Wien2k software and 

provides opportunity to run all necessary programs without user access. 

In recent years machine learning has become a powerful instrument for solving scientific problems. In this work we have applied 

machine learning methods for analysis of the Fe:SiO4 pre-edge XANES spectra. As recently shown, machine learning methods have 

been successfully applied to the quantitative analysis of spectroscopic data in general and of X-ray near edge spectroscopy (XANES) 

in particular [2]. In the present work we show applicability of machine learning methods to retrieve structural information in system 

Fe:SiO4. In this research we have collected 60 pre-edge XANES spectra in differrent coordination (from 2-fold to 6-fold) (Fig. 1) and 

oxidation states (Fe2+ and Fe3+) using «w2auto» program. Fig. 2 shows the scatter plot of spectra made by expected values of 

absorption intensity and integral under spectrum. 

  

Figure 1. Fe:SiO4 in different coordinations Figure 2. Scatter plot of training dataset for different oxidation states of Fe. 

We used this dataset to train and validate several machine learning methods (Decision Tree, ExtraTrees, SVM, Logistic regression and 

neural network) to determine both coordination number and oxidation state by spectrum.  
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